
State of the Meeting Report, Gila Friends, 2020 

In this time of global crisis...the world needs courageous action, public witness, and 
humanitarian service from us – but it also needs something more.
Collective faithfulness to divine leadings can unlock unused healing potential to address
our current global crises. 

Excerpts from A Culture of Faithfulness (Pendle Hill Pamphlet #462) by Marcelle Martin.

Our year started out with excitement- excitement about getting back into the Church
of Harmony, being able to set up a library, have potlucks, committee meetings and 
share hospitality. Our renewed place of worship brought more attenders as well, but as 
the Coronavirus became more widespread, stopping the traditional handshake to 
denote ‘rise of meeting’, we had to step away from our warm fellowship as we tried to 
understand what the concerns were for combating the virus. 

We stopped meeting in person and instead worshiped through Zoom on March 29th as 
the New Mexico government asked for ‘lockdown’, and the world declared a pandemic. 
We also stopped having meetings and committees face-to-face unless they were open- 
air, masked and safety precautions of washing hands and wiping down surfaces with 
disinfectant were followed. 

Participation in the meeting has changed in all respects, but especially our Meeting for 
Worship. No longer are we just a meeting of relatively close neighbors but now 
attenders come from other meetings as well as our own: Texas, Arizona, El Salvador, 
Oregon, and other areas. Projecting a more hopeful future, a plan for hybrid meetings 
was developed and continues to be developed. More complicated than it seemed and 
not with the same ‘feel’ as meeting prior to the pandemic, we are grateful to be able to 
continue our practice of silent worship with others. Despite our isolation, spirit thrives 
through our gathered intention. 

A great deal of effort on the part of our newly formed technology committee (The 
Lightning Bugs) has gone into creating a safe, tender online format for our weekly 
meeting for Worship and as a result participation has increased from 15-16 to 21 or 
more and Business Meeting has doubled in size. We also have a longer fellowship at 
the rise of meeting, allowing time to share “joys or sorrows” which has given us a 
chance to hold each other up in this difficult season. 

This year, Friends found it easier in terms of time and cost to participate in wider 
Quaker fellowship via Zoom. In addition, rather than participate in our annual gatherings
in person, many members and attenders joined other meetings for worship and 
workshops, including NM Regional meeting, (NMRM), Intermountain Yearly Meeting 
(IMYM) plus national and international meetings for worship and worship sharing, all via 
Zoom. 



In November, we received a letter from an attender, requesting membership with Gila 
Friends Meeting. With recommendations from both the clearness committee and 
Ministry and Oversight, this attender officially became a member in January of 2021. 
Two people were released from membership, one at his request and the other due to a 
long term lack of communication. After much discernment, we took the step to remove 
this member from the membership with Gila Friends Meeting and thus the Religious 
Society of Friends. This member later died and our meeting was informed. 

Despite the fact that many of our outreach programs and leadings have been impacted 
this year, we have still managed to find ways to interact with the community. We 
celebrated World Quaker Day on October 4th with a Quakerspeak video, Listening to 
God Online, with Emily Provance. Our annual observance of Hiroshima Peace Day 
which normally is held in the park was instead publicized through a 25-day daily 
awareness campaign of various media pieces. Reprints of posters from the War 
Resistance League were publicized and, it being the 75th anniversary of the bombings 
in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, one member wrote a feature story for the local paper. We 
donated the savings from the IMYM reduced assessment to the Unitarian Universalists 
Palomas project, a shelter for those coming through Mexico seeking asylum. We, as a 
meeting and as individuals, have had to learn new ways to share our leadings, to work 
in a troubled milieu with political unrest, increased isolation, fatigue, confusing 
messages and scientific vagueness, violence, hate speech and non-tolerance of 
differing views and opinions. With so much dissent in our society several members 
started bearing witness in October by holding the FCNL sign “Love thy Neighbor, no 
exceptions” at the county administrative building. This practice will continue as the spirit 
moves. Finally, the Peace and Social Concerns committee was reactivated. 

As 2020 came to a close, we had a joyous time of Sharing the Season, with stories of 
holidays past, at home snacks and laughter at the cacophony with ZOOM singing. 

"But one thing is certain, if we merge mercy with might, and might with right, then love 
becomes our legacy, and change our children's birthright. For there is always light, if 
only we're brave enough to see it. If only we're brave enough to be it." 

Amanda Gorman, The Hill We Climb 


